Victor Monger was a
founder member of LCMS,
and did much to build the
new Society prior to our
move to Kings Place. He
had a great sense of
humour and claimed to
know far less than he
actually did. He was, in
fact, very well read and a
knowledgeable and avid
music lover.
Vic joined the
Concerts Committee in the
early ‘90s, and rapidly became involved in many aspects
of running the concerts. He seemed to be able to turn his
hand and mind to any task. He took over the artwork and
responsibility for printing the concert diaries, buying the
software and making good use of it not only for the
diaries but also for the programmes and other materials.
Similarly, with no prior knowledge of web technology, Vic
registered the name londonchambermusic.org.uk and
created our first website.
His integrity and sincerity of purpose were exemplary,
and his hard work and common-sense approach made a
significant and valued contribution. To those of us who
knew him well, he was a fine gentleman and a good
friend, whom we will miss greatly.

Recently we interviewed Andrew DunbarNasmith, General Manager of the London
shop, to get an idea of how the retail
business works.
Walter Rudeloff Generally, how do you see
your place in the classical music world?
Andrew Dunbar-Nasmith As a general
music shop, we aim to have a good range
of material for both amateur and
professional musician alike, particularly
regarding scores and chamber music,
sourcing material from all the major
publishers, and also from other specialist
publishers, dependent on customer
request. From the publishing perspective,
we have a strong representation of
contemporary music (Beethoven to Henze)
and have a strong interest in educational
music, as well as folk/world music, and a
strong commitment to encouraging music
making from an early age.
WR Although you do sell CDs, musical
instruments and other related
accessories, these are not a significant
part of your profits. What are your best
sellers? Is chamber music an important
part of your sheet music sales?
ADN Generally, piano, string
and vocal/choral music are all healthy
sellers, along with orchestral scores and
chamber music. We have many regular
browsers for chamber music. The
standard quartet repertoire, such
as Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart and
Schubert, are always popular, but there is
a healthy interest in piano trios (especially
Mendelssohn) and other ensembles.
Having a range of material at the lighter
end of the repertoire, which is suitable for
weddings and other functions, is
important as well. Certainly, in the last
couple of years, there appears to have
been an increase in home music making
with small chamber groups. Maintaining a
good variety of repertoire is what attracts
people, and the fact that we can usually
track down some of the rarer corners of
the repertoire (given a little time, with
certain pieces!).
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WR In view of the numerous specialist
music shops that have ‘gone under,’
to what ‘secret’ do you attribute your
survival? Do you offer special services to
professionals and/or amateurs?
ADN Diversification is always important.
The fact that we have rehearsal rooms
encourages a wider range of customers
into the shop. Our recital area is also
instrumental in bringing in new people,
and the venue is highly suitable for small
chamber recitals. The specialist knowledge
of our staff, which enables us to find a
wide range of material, is one of our
major strengths, and encourages people
to return.
WR What is the relationship between
Schott publishing and your sales?
ADN We are a general music shop, so we
do have a good range of material from all
publishers, but naturally, there is a much
deeper range of product from the Schott
group, and any out-of-stock material can
be sourced quickly (subject to print
status). Given the size of the Schott
catalogue and our limited space, it is not
possible for us to stock the complete
range, but we have in-depth knowledge of
the catalogue. We do have workshops
from time to time, when we have a
particular product to launch. As Schott
Music is also the trade distributor of
Boosey and Hawkes, we also have
detailed access to this important
catalogue. With the advent of recent
technology it is now possible to keep
titles in print that would otherwise have
had to go out of print. This has had some
positive implications for chamber music,
as there are titles that we can now keep
available, which would not have been the
case a few years ago.

The earliest programmes of these Sunday
evening chamber concerts that I have been
able to unearth are from 1975 and 1976,
indicating an association with either Conway
Hall or Kings Place for at least 36 years. They
were given by the Alberni and Lindsay
Quartets. I can still almost hear the
anticipatory intake of breath of the Lindsay
leader, Peter Cropper, a regular performer, as
he led us through the music. I wonder how I
first heard about these concerts because, then
as now, they were run on a shoestring. I must
have been lured by the astounding value–
concerts cost just 5p, when inflation was over 25%. Conway Hall must
have been a haven from the social turbulence of the time.
I was delighted to discover Conway Hall, and then Kings Place,
where I am now a regular attender. Classical music had always been an
important part of my hinterland, beginning with school choirs and
orchestra, where I played the horn under the guidance of the remarkable
Anthony Baines. My parents encouraged me by taking me to hear Dennis
Brain at the Wigmore Hall, but perhaps the most revelatory experience
(my Gibbon moment!) was overhearing for the first time the rich,
harmonious sound of a full orchestra rehearsing—the Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra warming up for its annual concert at the
Uppingham School hall.
At Oxford I went to concerts at Holywell and played some chamber
music at my college, including Beethoven’s Horn Sonata, after which my
history tutor commented cryptically how he had always wondered what
the horn sounded like, and now he knew! Which makes me feel that
there should be a little more wind ensemble chamber music at Kings
Place, combined, as it often is, with strings. Think of all our talented
woodwind players hankering for opportunities.
After university, I taught in a very musical area of Germany in
Wurzburg, where I continued with my horn lessons with a former
member of the Berlin Philharmonic, who one day shockingly confided in

As a general comment, I would add that
Schott Music as a publisher is always
aware of the technological advances
happening in the industry, and keeps
abreast of them, but our role as a retailer,
even in the age of the internet, continues
to be to offer a good range of material
(especially chamber!) and back it up
with friendly and knowledgeable staff, and
an opportunity for people to browse.

From the peripheries of London, I
relocated for my next interview to a
more central rendezvous, a pleasant
French café within a stone’s throw of the
Royal College of Music. Here I met Yuri
Zhislin—‘Mr Versatile’—equally at home
on the violin and viola; as a solo,
orchestral and chamber music performer;
and as a teacher and (latterly) conductor.
Yuri was born in Moscow into a
long-standing family of musicians, and
his choice of career was therefore
inevitable. At the age of four, he was
given a ‘toy’ violin; he soon realised it
was not a toy but a real instrument, on
which he was expected to play and of
course practise regularly.
At six he joined the Gnessin Music
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Andrew Rix

Leon Levy Meets Yuri Zhislin

WR Are you involved with any educational
institutions, performance venues, and
music festivals? If so, how do you
operate with them?
ADN As a retailer, it is important for us to
maintain connections with educational
institutions to enable us to attend
exhibitions, etc, and give people an
opportunity to look at material, especially
if there is not a music shop in the local
area. Our contemporary music department
maintains links with the main venues and
music festivals.

me that, of course, Hitler had been right to purge the orchestra of the
Jews in the 1930s. I was thunderstruck to still hear this in 1966. On my
return to the UK, I used to attend the Hereford International Summer
School regularly as a singer, and I remember Martino Tirimo (now of the
Rosamunde Trio) playing many of the Schubert piano sonatas there. I
still play the horn at the City Lit and, and after an exciting 10 years with
the London Symphony Chorus under Richard Hickox, now sing with the
Chelsea Opera Group and the St Paul’s Knightsbridge Festival Choir.
We’ve just been on a singing tour in Bologna and Ferrara, where the
reception was very warm.
Nowadays, chamber music is so much more ubiquitous than it used
to be, especially on a Sunday, for which we should all be grateful.
Britain is no longer ‘das Land ohne Musik’, thank goodness! This is due
as much as anything to organisations like the LCMS. One can see
therefore how important it is to spread the word about Kings Place, and
capture and retain chamber music concert-goers, like myself, for life.
Given the unaccountable absence of critical coverage, reflecting no doubt
an unwarranted sense of hierarchy in our quality press, we must
distribute our leaflets as widely as possible, for that is probably how I
first learnt about Conway Hall.
Perhaps we should consider making links with some of the local
schools and their music departments to try to foster a new and younger
audience for some of our concerts, especially if one considers our origins
in the shape of the People’s Concert Society in 1878, when bringing
music to the working classes was the goal. Wouldn’t it be exciting to see
the gallery full with an expectant young audience? Think of the young
working-class Neville Cardus going to hear concerts by students free of
charge at the Royal Manchester College of Music, and the Brodsky
Quartet every Saturday for a shilling a time. However, I realise now it is
as much a cultural as a class issue. I note the Helen Jones (Front of
Office Team) article in the last Newsletter along the same lines; perhaps
there is a link there that needs following up.
Certainly, the programme notes by Christopher Dromey, about whom
I was very interested to read in the last Newsletter, are outstanding and
good value for money.
It is difficult to imagine a life without the prospect of a LCMS concert
series, given the 36 years’ enrichment it has given me so far.
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School in Moscow, primarily a music
school founded by the Gnessin sisters,
which produced many top-class
performers including current stars
Apekisheva and Kissin.
After a short stay in Spain with his
mother and violist stepfather in 1991, he
arrived in London to study at the RCM.
Here he was taught by his father (not an
easy relationship), but later perfected his
technique and widened his experience
with Dr Felix Andrievsky.
In 1993, Yuri won the BBC Radio
Two Young Musician of the Year
competition. I asked him what it was
like to play in competitions and whether
the public cuddling and kissing between
competitors was sincere. He felt that the
BBC competition was rather less nailbiting than many others, but such
contests did not contribute much to
musical development. The object was to
win, sometimes at any cost.
His early orchestral experience was
with the London Mozart Players and the
New European Strings (with Dmitry
Sitkovetsky as its founder and artistic
director). This helped to widen his
experience still more, and he found
orchestral playing very helpful to his
career. The knowledge and experience
he acquired during this period led him
to form his own chamber ensemble, the
Russian Virtuosi of Europe, in 2004. This
ensemble consists of talented string
players from Russia and the former USSR
now living in Western Europe. Since their
debut at the Wigmore Hall, they have

enjoyed much success all over Europe.
Yuri now lives in London and
considers it his home. London has been
kind to him. He enjoys the multicultural
environment and is happy to contribute
to the cultural life of the city, to the
extent that he now feels more like a
tourist on his regular visits to Moscow.
We discussed composers. Yuri found
it hard to pick his favourite ones,
although he puts Bach, Mozart and
Rachmaninov at the top of the list. He is
very interested in early 20th century
music— Bartók, Barber and the Czechborn Schulhof, who was originally
recommended to the Prague
conservatory by Dvor̆ák and whose
colourful career tragically ended in a
concentration camp in 1942. The Russian
Virtuosi of Europe are scheduled to play
his sextet at the LCMS concert on 12
May 2013.*
With his violinist wife (Natalia
Lomeiko, with whom he now plays
regularly), he has recorded duos by
Halvorsen and Bruni, again composers
not exactly in the well-known category
but whom he described as very pleasant
and not too demanding listening. As for
conductors, Yuri will always remember
attending concerts given by the Russian
State Symphony Orchestra, where his
mother worked for 20 years under the
legendary Evgeny Svetlanov, and later
on masterclasses and concerts given by
Bernard Haitink at the RCM.
Despite the musician’s typical life of
travelling, Yuri remains at heart a family
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man and is aware of the problems that
his lifestyle brings to issues of family. He
treasures his intervals of peace and
quiet and likes to follow his hobby of
collecting what he describes as unusual
items. These largely consist of
memorabilia from some of the littleknown places in the world he has
visited. He enjoys going to concerts to
hear other musicians and shares the
widely held criticism of the UK concert
scene, where so little time is devoted to
rehearsals. Yuri is also a very keen jazz
fan and loves to take part in jam
sessions when the opportunity arises.
Yuri’s principal instrument is a
French-made, 19th century violin, and he
also plays a French viola made by Alain
Carbonare in 1991. He speaks with
considerable respect and pride of his
wife’s violin, made by Pasquale
Ventapane in Naples in 1789, but didn’t
say how often he gets to play it.
Our interview came to a natural end
with Yuri going off to his teaching
commitments at the Royal College of
Music. He comes over as a quiet,
dedicated man, not given to
overreaction or exaggerated gestures. He
is a good friend of the LCMS and his
career is continuing to blossom, and we
in the LCMS look forward to many
excellent musical evenings in his
company.
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Welcome!
I am in the happy position of having much good
news and congratulations to share with you.
Our LCMS President, Levon Chilingirian, has
taken up a teaching position at the Guildhall
School of Music & Drama, and we wish him
success in this post. Our audiences are familiar
with his playing, and his new students will no
doubt enjoy his humour and expertise.
As usual, in ‘Behind the Notes’ Peter Fribbins
gives us the highlights of the exciting concerts of
the new season. I was delighted to read a
fantastic review of Peter’s latest CD, ‘The Moving
Finger Writes’, in the October ‘Gramophone’. The
reviewer clearly puts him in the forefront of 21st
century composers: “a modern melodic master.”
We feel very fortunate to have him as our Artistic
Director, and I congratulate him as he celebrates his 10th anniversary in that post.
Congratulations also go to the Rosamunde Trio, who are also celebrating their
10th anniversary. We look forward to welcoming them back in March, when they will
be giving the second in their concert series of the complete Beethoven piano trios.
LCMS is very pleased to help celebrate David Matthews’ 70th birthday in March
by presenting Madeleine Mitchell and Nigel Clayton performing the London premiere
of David’s ‘Romanza.’ The piece was commissioned by Madeleine, and she and
David have each contributed a thoughtful article to this issue of the Newsletter.
A core source of LCMS’s success is the support we get from our interested and
interesting members. This has been reflected in the ‘Members’ Voices’ series in
Chamber Music Notes, and this issue’s contribution by Andrew Rix is an excellent
example. We are sad however to note the death of three stalwarts of the Sunday
evening concerts—Martin Lincé, Stella Freed and Victor Monger, whose lives are
celebrated in this issue.
On a happier note, we welcome new life: our congratulations to Karolina, the
LCMS Administrator, who had a baby, named Ela Louise, in August.
Finally, I want to thank Maryan Balkwill and Denis Stevenson, who are stepping
down as LCMS trustees. We are grateful that for a while Maryan was able to make
time within her busy performing and teaching schedule to act as trustee. Among
other things, she served as secretary, and she provided support on behalf of LCMS
to ChamberStudio at its inception. Denis will be familiar to most of you as the
helpful pre-concert and interval presence behind the display of CDs and intriguing
printed materials. We will continue to see both of them at concerts, and Denis will
continue selling (and no doubt buying!) CDs.

Neil Johnson
Executive Chairman

Navarra Quartet. Photo: Sussie Ahlburg

Victor Monger, 1929-2012

The Schott Music Shop at 48 Great
Marlborough Street in London is a branch
of the international music publishers of
Mainz, Germany. Established in 1770 by
Bernhard Schott, the company has been
publisher to such great German composers
as Beethoven, Franz Liszt and Richard
Wagner, as well as other famous European
composers like Donizetti, Rossini and
Massenet. More recent composers include
Stravinsky, Paul Hindemith, Sir Michael
Tippett and Krysztov Penderecki. Today
the publishers have branches in Berlin,
Madrid, New York, Paris, Prague, Tokyo
and Toronto, as well as London.
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Stella was a long-standing
member of LCMS. She and
her husband Stan attended
the Sunday Concerts at
Conway Hall, and joined
the Concerts Committee in
the early ‘90s. In addition
to the many shared duties
in running the concerts,
Stella looked after the
catering funds, and always
welcoming, was usually
seen at the desk selling
interval-coffee tickets.
Stella was quite a force in her local literary circles. Her
love of poetry and plays led her to give poetry reading
recitals, and she and Stan ran poetry and music events.
One such event was for the 100th birthday party of Rose
Hacker, one of our longest-standing audience members.
Stella’s interest in books and poetry was kindled in her
childhood, when she was evacuated during the war and
lived in a large house, where she was allowed full use of
its extensive library.
Stella and Stan became engaged on 6 September
1952, were married exactly a year later, and sadly, Stella
died on the morning of their 59th wedding anniversary.
Our thanks to Stella for her contribution to the
concerts, and our thoughts go to Stan and their family.

Members’ Voices

A General Music Shop
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Stella Freed, 1929-2012
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David Morris Remembers

*Yuri Zhislin will also be performing
at the LCMS fund-raising concert on
3 February 2013.
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LCMS concerts in 2013 begin with one of the UK’s
best violinists, the French musician Philippe
Graffin, whose finely nuanced and imaginative
performance always brings something expressive,
personal and characterful to the music. He is
joined by some equally fine soloists in a
programme culminating in Brahms’s A major
Piano Quartet. Other noteworthy concerts in the
New Year are soprano Michelle Todd in Respighi’s
beautiful ‘Il Tramonto’ (after Shelley), for voice
and quartet, with the splendid Badke Quartet—
it’s wonderful to be able to include some vocal
performance in the series—and a reappearance,
after more than four years’ break, of the
celebrated Angell Piano Trio.
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WR How does ‘Romanza’ fit in your oeuvre?

David Matthews’ ‘Romanza’ will be given its
London premiere by the violinist Madeleine
Mitchell, who commissioned ‘Romanza’, and the
pianist Nigel Clayton at the LCMS concert on 24
March in celebration of David’s 70th birthday.
Walter Rudeloff How did ‘Romanza’ come about?
David Matthews Madeleine Mitchell has wanted
me to write a piece for her for some time; she
organised a commission in 2011, and I wrote the
piece over the winter of 2011-12.
WR Did she give you any ideas on the nature of
the piece?

Peter Fribbins
Artistic Director

DM She suggested the title ‘Romanza’, and it gave
me an idea of the scope and content of the piece,
which I found useful. I’d written a previous
‘Romanza’, for cello and small orchestra, for
Mstislav Rostropovich and the English Chamber
Orchestra, for a concert to celebrate the Queen
Mother’s 90th birthday. Madeleine also asked me
to write two versions, one with piano and one
with strings.

An Appreciation of Martin Lincé, died 6 July 2012, aged 97
Martin came from a multinational family.
His mother was British, born of German
Lutheran parents, and his father was a
Belgian Catholic married to an Italian with a
Croatian mother. With this family
background, it is not surprising that he
qualified in and taught modern languages.
His father was an enthusiastic but
indifferent violinist, and interest in classical
music was encouraged at home. Although
Martin did not enjoy his own early violin
lessons, he later took up the viola and
enjoyed playing both orchestral and
chamber music.
We married in 1945, and after two years
in North Yorkshire returned to London,
where I dragged him into the South Place concerts’ orbit. He was
immediately elected to the committee, and served with enormous energy and
loyalty until we both decided to retire at the beginning of the new
millennium.
Although Martin enjoyed listening to and taking part in music, he
(probably rightly) did not consider himself to be a real musician. He was
much more of a do-it-yourselfer, and in that capacity was very useful,
especially in those difficult years immediately after the war. If there was a
practical problem, he would find a way of solving it.
In those days we all took turns doing the regular routine jobs—selling
tickets, manning the doors, looking after the artists, and making their interval
tea. Page-turning fell to the few who felt competent and brave enough to
do it. Martin was one of these, and on one occasion he was marshalling the
team on stage to play the Brahms Piano Quintet when Kyla Greenbaum’s
page turner did not turn up. Martin went on without any consultation with
the pianist and at the point where the long repeat section starts, he slipped

Then I read an essay by Bayan Northcott in which
he pointed out how rare it is to find the 3/4 metre
in contemporary music, whether serious or
popular. He suggested that if composers want to
do something fresh, they should try reviving the
waltz. I liked this idea and, as much of my
opening section was already in triple time, it was
easy to speed it up and for a waltz to emerge.
This waltz forms a substantial middle section, after
which the opening material returns, in a different
form, before accelerating again to a distant
reminiscence of the waltz. The sound here is
rather like a musical box. At the end, the waltz
theme dissolves, leaving a final falling major
second on the unaccompanied violin, the interval
with which the piece began.

a programme into the score to make sure that he turned back to the right
page. When they came off stage afterwards, Kyla said that she was able to
relax at that point and enjoy the rest of the performance.
The post-war days often had threats of blackout, and on one occasion,
Martin arrived prepared to supply emergency lighting with the help of the
car. On another occasion, when there actually was a breakdown, the
performers—Ian and Jennifer Partridge—and the audience managed with the
hall’s dim auxiliary system, but Martin supplied a light for the ticket sellers
from a car battery.
At a time of crisis in 1951, Martin had the position of honorary treasurer
thrust upon him, and he kept the job until he retired. Truth to tell, he hated
dealing with money beyond supplying a float for the ticket sellers, and the
bookkeeping was a real nightmare for him. He burned much midnight oil
trying to balance the books.
Another task he undertook was the production of hand-made posters to
be displayed at strategic points around the hall. A printing firm situated near
the hall closed down, and Frank Hawkins persuaded them to let him have
their large hand-operated printing machine. It was transported to the hall and
set up under the stage, where he printed posters by the laborious hand
typesetting method. Martin helped him from time to time, and when Frank
died, carried on alone.The posters were not very elegant, but they filled a
gap in a time of austerity.
When our children at the ages of five and six started coming to the
concerts with us, Martin liked to sit with them in one of the boxes
overlooking the stage and kept them quiet by showing them how to follow
the music from the score.

WR Did her playing style influence you?
DM Like me, Madeleine is a romantic, but she also
plays with great precision. It’s always helpful to be
able to write for someone whose playing style you
know, as you can hear that individual sound in
your head as you are writing. All my violin music
is lyrical, which Madeleine recognizes and was an
important reason why she chose the title
‘Romanza’, knowing that this would encourage a
particularly lyrical sort of piece.
WR Any other major influences in this piece—
Tippett, Britten, Maw?
DM I know that the music of all three of those
composers has influenced my style, but nowadays
I don’t think about influences. I hope that by now
I have an individual voice.
WR Anything else you can tell us about the work,
such as its character, sections, key signature or
other dynamics?
DM The piece is a single movement in three
sections lasting about 12 minutes. The opening
section is marked Andante appassionato, and has
two main ideas: the first moving forward and
quickly leading to a short cadenza; the second,
more gentle and reflective. When I had brought
this opening section to a natural close, I was
uncertain for some time what should come next.

Mary Lincé
Editor’s Note: Even after he retired form the committee, Martin remained a
loyal supporter of the LCMS. With Mary, he regularly attended our concerts at
Kings Place, and we shall all miss him.
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DM There are connections in the piece’s content
with the other ‘Romanza’ I mentioned; also with a
piece called ‘Winter Remembered’ for viola and
strings. A friend pointed out that there are very
few pieces for violin and string orchestra, which
surprises me. There is of course a well-established
genre of music for violin and piano: the piano
version of ’Romanza’ is the third piece I’ve written
for violin and piano (none of them is a sonata).
The violin is probably my favourite instrument—
it’s certainly the string instrument I’ve written
most for: There are two violin concertos and
numerous pieces for solo violin, including a set of
15 fugues, which lasts about 40 minutes.
WR Is there anything you would like to say about
your musical education?
DM I had a rather unorthodox musical education
as, though I had learned the piano from the age of
seven, there was no music at my school, and I had
to teach myself composition when I started at the
age of 16. Eventually I had private tuition from
various composers, but essentially I think of
myself as self-taught.
WR You mentioned the violin is probably your
favourite instrument. Why?
DM String instruments are closer than other
instruments to the human voice, and as the
human voice is the essential means of expression
for us, the medium most associated with the
expression of our feelings (if you want to
express emotion in sound, it seems most natural
to sing), then when I think of an instrument to
express emotion, a string instrument is my first
choice, and the violin in particular.
WR Why are you more partial to composing
chamber music than big-scale works?
DM Actually, I didn’t say that: I’ve written much
orchestral music, and that’s just as important to
me as chamber music. But it is easier to get
chamber music performed than orchestral music,
and the chamber music audiences I encounter
seem sympathetic to new work when it is mixed
with the established repertoire. I much prefer
being with Haydn and Beethoven than in an allcontemporary concert, where the audience is more
specialised. Though the audience for the former
may have come in the first place for the Haydn
and Beethoven, they often find themselves
enjoying my piece, sometimes to their surprise.
WR What are you working on now?
DM I’m currently writing two works: a set of piano
pieces for William Howard; and a symphonic poem
for the BBC Philharmonic, which will be premiered
at the 2013 Proms.

Books

Something Familiar and a Surprise

Getting to Know You

‘Indivisible by Four’

LCMS is looking forward to a recital on 24 March
by the distinguished violinist, Madeleine Mitchell.
Madeleine has made several widely acclaimed
recordings, including ‘Violin Songs’ (Divine Art)—
melodic pieces such as Elgar, Bridge and
Schubert with music from Paris in the 1920s;
‘British Treasures’ (Somm)—early 20th century
sonatas; two albums for Naxos of music by Alwyn
and Howard Blake (with the composer as
pianist); Hummel Violin Sonatas and Bridge
chamber music (Meridian); ‘In Sunlight: Pieces for
Madeleine Mitchell’ by Nyman, MacMillan, Osborne, Woolrich, Montague, Powers and
Jones (NMC); and ‘Messiaen Quatuor’, with Joanna MacGregor (Warner). She is
particularly admired for her recital programmes in a wide repertoire as well as for
having inspired several well-known composers to write works for her. She has kindly
agreed to share some thoughts with us about her work and her approach to playing
and programming.

Introducing members of the LCMS/ Kings Place community.

by Arnold Steinhardt.
Farrar Straus Giroux.
Chris Bradshaw is still reading about
music.
This book is sub-titled ‘a String
Quartet in Pursuit of Harmony’. It is as
much about musicians as music itself,
and harmony is very much the theme. It
gives an excellent insight into both the
lives and characters of a string ensemble
and their exciting repertoire.
Steinhardt, as first violin in the
Guarneri Quartet, describes the very
beginnings of the group, when the four
musicians were young and involved in
building up their solo, orchestral and
teaching careers. Steinhardt, violin;
Michael Tree, viola; John Dalley, violin;
and David Soyer, cello, all of varied
musical backgrounds, formed the
Guarneri Quartet in the early ‘60s, and
experienced the difficulties of
commitment, rehearsals, funding of
travel, etc, as well as the joy of playing
together. There was no guarantee of
money or concert schedule; no manager
or recording contract. Daunting, indeed.
Their first performance was in 1964
and the Quartet became a reality, playing
together for 35-plus years. The
camaraderie of chamber music was of
course not the cosy relationship it might
suggest—a “mini-UN” is how Steinhardt
describes it—but the four had decided to
be four equals, and all musical
differences were decided on this basis
and, it seems from this book, with
considerable humour. They necessarily
spent an enormous amount of time in
each other’s company, a so-called
“travelling social club” to begin with, but
the important time was always the
rehearsals, the music. They still managed
their own private lives, and each summer
had vacation time apart and completely
away from chamber music.
As their confidence grew, so did their
audiences, and soon they made their first
recording at Webster Hall, New York: the
last two Mozart quartets, Mendelssohn (A
minor Op. 13) and Dvor̆ák (A flat major
Op. 105). I found this an intriguing
chapter as they battled with the problems
of recording to their satisfaction.
The Quartet also had the challenge of
playing with new participants in quintets
and sextets, as well as having noted
musicians in their audience. Their paths
crossed with many well-established
figures: du Pré, Casals, Stravinsky, Stern
and Loesser among them.
Over their many years of playing
together, their music and interpretation
developed quite intensely, and
Steinhardt’s last chapter marries their
maturity as players with the intricacies
and demands of Schubert’s ‘Death and
the Maiden’ Quartet, a work they took on
tour in 1996/7.

I’ve long been interested in putting
programmes together. There can be all
sorts of criteria—requests from
promoters, anniversaries, favourites, a
theme—with the aims of creating a
well-balanced, satisfying collection of
pieces for the listeners and being
sensitive to your audience, maybe
something familiar and a surprise.
For our recital at Kings Place I’ve
combined sonatas by Beethoven—the
shorter Op.23 in A minor, perhaps less
often played than some, but with great
character—with Elgar, Respighi and the
London premiere of the new ‘Romanza’,
written for me by David Matthews (with
funding provided by the Cohen Trust).
It’s also quite special because March
2013 is the month of David’s 70th
birthday. The ‘Romanza’ begins Andante
appassionato in 3 time and speeds up
into a waltz, which is unusual for a
contemporary work.
David Matthews writes in his
programme note: ‘I first heard
Madeleine play in a memorable
performance of Messiaen ‘Quartet for
the End of Time’ in 1993 and many
times since. It’s good to be able to hear
the person you are writing for playing
your notes in your head while writing.’
I asked David what influences and
preferences he had, and he said
Beethoven and Elgar—the central
movement of the sonata also being a
Romance.
I have played the Elgar violin sonata
throughout my career, in many parts of
the world, twice broadcast for BBC
Radio 3 with Andrew Ball. The Respighi
is a recent discovery, written the year
before Elgar’s of 1918, making an
interesting parallel. After many years of
enjoying performing the late Romantic
and early 20th century sonatas—Brahms,
Franck, Grieg, Fauré, Strauss, Ravel, etc
—it’s so good to discover a new one. It
was interesting performing in Rome
recently (a recital of British music
hosted by the British Ambassador for
the Queen’s Jubilee) and to see
Respighi’s famous Pines of Rome.
The benefit of working with living
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composers is being able to ask them:
How does this go? What do you think
about this? What’s behind the notes?
and so on, and to make suggestions of
a practical nature, which might help to
get the music across. It can also refresh
one’s approach to standard repertoire.
It would be so good to be able to ask
Bach what he thought about the
modern violin, bow and vibrato! I have
a feeling he and Mozart would have
been in favour and of getting things
‘out of the museum’.
Asked what music I most like to
play, I’d say probably late Romantic and
early 20th century (and I’m playing three
of my favourite concertos—Bruch,
Prokofiev 1 and Elgar in the next three
months). I like listening to Mozart,
especially the operas. I actually started
on the piano when I was six and liked
to write little pieces, but fell in love
with the violin after the age of nine,
when I started to learn at school. I now
especially like to play with piano.
As far as my other interests go, I
find looking at paintings very satisfying.
When I was in the US earlier this year, I
had a feast in Chicago, Cleveland and
Baltimore in between giving recitals and
masterclasses—with marvellous
Impressionists and Matisse. Le Violon
Rouge paintings by Pougny and Dufy
are what inspired my idea for my
eclectic Red Violin festival of bringing
together everything to do with the
fiddle across the arts, under Yehudi
Menuhin’s patronage. I think it’s
enriching for an artist to know about
the other arts.
I’m so looking forward to playing for
LCMS at Kings Place for the first time.
Madeleine Mitchell plays Bruch Violin
Concerto in G minor in London on 9th
February at 7.30 with the Covent Garden
Chamber Orchestra, conducted by
Graham Ross in the splendid (and warm)
St Peter’s Church. The programme also
includes Beethoven Egmont Overture
and Sibelius Symphony No. 7.
See www.cgco.org.uk/aboutcgco.htm
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insight, enjoyment and perspective. It also
allows the sponsor to create a unique legacy that
will not age, will stand the test of time, and will
benefit generations to come.
There are so many other things I should
mention, such as the wonderful Rosamunde
Trio’s concerts of the entire Beethoven oeuvre for
piano trio; more in the Chilingirian Quartet’s
survey of the finest Romantic piano quintets; the
return of the Wallfisch-York cello and piano duo;
as well as the splendid Turner Ensemble, with
Mozart’s Clarinet Quintet and the second of the
String Quintets by Brahms.
However, two events deserve special
mention, in being unusual additions to our
concert series. The first is a concert by the Fine
Arts Brass Ensemble, probably the finest brass
quintet now performing in the UK, of some of the
best brass quintet repertoire. The second is an
appearance by the celebrated ‘Red Priest’, whose
spectacular baroque performances are famous,
infamous even!
Our 2012/13 season closes with a much larger
chamber ensemble, and a welcome return by the
Russian Virtuosi of Europe, led by Yuri Zhislin
and consisting of the finest Russian string players
in London, typically drawn from the principals of
the Philharmonia, Royal Opera House, and all the
best London orchestras.
It is a testament to the quality of LCMS music
making that more than one in three of our
concerts have been taken up by BBC Radio 3’s
‘In Tune’, with live appearances of our artists
normally a few days before the Sunday concert.
It continues to be a privilege to serve as the
Artistic Director for what is fast becoming one of
the best chamber music series in England. After
five years in the UK’s most exciting new venue,
we plan to make the series even better.

With a BSc in Business Engineering &
Technology, MSc in Marketing and 10
years’ experience within the new-media
sector, Mike Green moved from Oxford to
London in 2006 and worked in publishing
for three years before starting at Kings
Place as their Print & Marketing Manager.
His admiration of Kings Place’s open-minded cultural
programme and outstanding acoustics, not to mention
passion for art and music, led him to the venue in early
2010, having visited the concert hall as an audience member
on many previous occasions. Mike was promoted to
Marketing Director, and oversees the promotional campaigns
associated with all Kings Place concerts throughout the
season and along with his team members advises the LCMS
administrative team on a range of marketing and
programming issues.
Mike enjoys a wide range of music and goes to as many
concerts and gigs as he can in his spare time. He’s also folk
programmer for Kings Place as well as the Wilderness
Festival, which is a summer event held in Oxfordshire each
year. He enjoys contemporary classical, electronic and
ambient music, citing Iceland’s Olafur Arnalds, Dustin
O’Halloran’s Winged Victory for the Sullen project with Adam
Wiltzie as his recent top picks; with Brian Eno, Murcof, Tim
Hecker and Stars of the Lid as his all-time favourite artists to
listen to.
Mike has a huge record collection that runs into the
thousands, along with many graphic design and art books;
however, he’s trying hard to break this habit. He also enjoys
travelling, in particular to Latin America. He is captivated by
this part of the world because it offers a fascinating balance
of nature, tradition and culture, which encourages the most
interesting developments in art and music.
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Behind the Notes

The end of January sees the final concert in
the Allegri Quartet’s survey of Beethoven and
Shostakovich quartets. This has been such a
memorable and popular strand in our series, I
shall be sad to see it close. If anyone knows of
any more Beethoven quartets we can programme
—perhaps an Op.139?—I shall be delighted to
hear from them.
February 3rd is a very important concert for
the LCMS: a fundraiser to assist us in supporting
our concerts and our programming plans. Please
bring as many people as you can so we can fill
the house. We are grateful to Natalia Lomeiko
(violin), Yuri Zhislin (viola), Richard Harwood
(cello), and Vicky Yannoula (piano), who are
donating their services in this great concert of
Mozart, Schubert, Schumann and Walton: such a
wide range of repertoire—a concert with
something for everyone.
The appearance of the Navarra Quartet in
February is another important event not only
because an appearance by this superb ensemble
is probably long overdue, but because the
concert also features the premiere of a quartet by
the British composer James Francis Brown—his
Quartet No.2. His first quartet was commissioned
for the LCMS by Susan and Walter Rudeloff in
2009/10, and what a memorable occasion that
was (the piece has since enjoyed many
performances, and is due to be recorded and
released on CD in 2014).
It is a key part of the work of the LCMS to
support new chamber music, to maintain the rich
classical chamber tradition, as we did with the
fine Oboe Quartet we commissioned from Thea
Musgrave to mark our move to Kings Place in
2008. We would welcome approaches by any
members able to help us finance the
commissioning of new work for our future concert
series. Not only does such an endeavour assist in
maintaining the profile and standing of our
concert series, nationally and internationally, but
it also allows us to hear the masterworks of the
late 18th, 19th and 20th centuries with renewed

Sunday nights you may find Brian
Hosefros on stage, turning pages for the
pianists. If not on stage, frequently his
performance is outside the concert hall
as a part of the Front of House team, or
upstairs behind the Box Office desk.
Outside of Kings Place, classical music
composition is his life. The fervent pursuit to become a
world-renowned composer occupies his mind and free time
every day, and the graphite in his pencil scratches out
melodies and harmonies for editing or creative exercise.
Since the end of his Master of Music course at
Goldsmiths, fortune has slowly yet confidently found him,
thanks in part to his page turning for LCMS concerts. He has
had the opportunity to build rapport with incredible
musicians, shamelessly given them his music, and, in some
instances, procured further collaboration.
The performances and the musicians he’s worked with
have inspired him to write. Pianist Valeria Resjan’s
performance of Brahms influenced him to write a piano
sonata for her to be performed in Finland. The beautiful,
sonorous and rich tone of the violist Susie Mészáros of the
Chilingirian Quartet has influenced a viola sonata; and Neil
Johnson by his support of Brian’s page turning has inspired
him to write a piano trio for Neil with influences of Tyneside
folk songs.
While performances of these works and others, including
a piano concertino in the US and a symphonic poem to be
performed in Dusseldorf next year, are hopeful but not
imminent, he has been fortunate to take a post as composer
and music director at Barons Court Theatre for a production
of Federico García Lorca’s play Yerma, opening November 6.
The journey as a composer has been delicate as Brian
has found his voice, and he is excited for the next step,
whether it be continuing his studies in Moscow or Paris or
attending performances of his work. So far, it’s looking good.
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